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New Injection Molding Machines Enhance Value and Performance

Cincinnati, Ohio, November 30, 2017 – Cincinnati Process Technologies (CPT), a leading supplier of machinery, parts,
services and technology for the plastics molding industry, has announced a new line of injection molding machines from
Taiwan manufacturer Asian Plastic Machinery (AP). The new line, named the Super Master EV2 Series, combines a highprecision servo drive system integrated with a proprietary servo controller in a value-priced line of machines with clamping
force from 88 to 1,099 tons. Asian Plastic machines are sold, installed and serviced in North America exclusively by CPT.
According to CPT General Manager Mike Green, the new line from AP delivers excellent repeatability, precision speed
and temperature controls (plus or minus 1-degree C) and a rapid clamping movement that saves up to 70 percent of
clamping time, all while reducing noise levels. Additionally, the EV2 Series can save up to 80 percent of energy and water
usage. According to Green, pricing for the EV2 starts in the low forty-thousand-dollar range, making the machines more
affordable than others with these capabilities.
The state-of-the-art Smart Mold Controller in every EV2 machine allows operators to program various stages of injection
speed, holding pressure and screw RPM. The B&R 10.4” display provides full function monitoring and the modular
hardware design allows for future addition of automation upgrades.
For more specifications visit CPT’s EV2 web page.
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About Cincinnati Process Technologies
Cincinnati Process Technologies, established in 2009, is a single solution source for plastics manufacturers looking to
improve quality, reduce costs, lower energy usage, and increase the performance and efficiency of their existing
equipment. CPT offers new lines of injection molding machines from Asian Plastics, WETEC robots and automation
systems, new and remanufactured parts, screws and barrels. CPT's services include calibration and repair, control system
replacement and retrofits, nozzle leak detection and energy usage monitoring and consulting.
For more information, visit www.cincprotech.com or contact Mike Green at mgreen@cinprotech.com or (513) 619-7415.
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